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Life can be stressful, overwhelming, and sometimes difficult to cope with. Modern medical

professionals will tell you to take various prescription medications, which can ultimately do

more harm than good. But it doesn’t have to be that way! Healing is all in the mind and can be

attained through finding harmony in your own life and resorting to natural remedies already

provided by the very environment in which you live. Blogger Tara Mackey, who has a

background in science, shares her own experiences with stress, depression, and anxiety and

teaches you how to break free from them.Growing up, Tara suffered from dependency on

various prescription drugs for depression, anxiety, and ADHD. She witnessed her best friend’s

decline and suicide and watched helplessly as the effects of heroin addiction took a hold of her

mother. At age twenty-four, she decided that enough was enough and quit her prescription

meds cold-turkey in search for happiness. Today, she is drug-free, stress-free, and

happy.Cured by Nature is Tara’s personal story combined with her knowledge and advice to

battling personal demons and coming out victorious. Follow Tara as she shows you how to

adapt and grow, using various herbal remedies, breathing exercises, and mind-strengthening

techniques that will help you be a happier and better you.

“You can revolutionize your life based on Tara Mackey’s experiences in Cured by Nature. Tara's

raw, personal story of dealing with tough family circumstances and a dependence on

pharmaceuticals, carving out a natural life through positive thoughts, and developing an

appreciation for green beauty is a great read and illuminating.”—Tony Conrad, founder of True

Ventures and About.me“A gripping, enthralling, and inspiring success story about overcoming

tragedy, quitting pharmaceutical drugs, living healthy, and accomplishing your dreams.”—Todd

Cooper, CEO of Waxelene, Inc.“A unique combination of digestible scientific facts and personal

anecdotes, Cured by Nature is an inspiring read. Tara challenges readers to change their lives

with simple, daily thought patterns and choices that result in a more vibrant, happy life. With

her easy-to-use tools and mindfulness practices, holistic health is accessible and attainable!”—

Nicolle Mackinnon, green beauty editor and writer, No More Dirty Looks“As someone who

cured chronic skin ailments through totally natural methods, I cannot tell you just how inspired I

was by Tara’s story. She is an incredible example of someone who has quite literally taken her

life back by listening to her body and tapping into the truly awesome healing powers of nature.

This is a must-read for anyone who is sick of treating symptoms and ready to make long-

lasting lifestyle changes for wellness.”—Adina Grigore, fouder, SW Basics, author, Skin

Cleanse"Compelling and action-inspiring. She is one of her generation’s wellness leaders, and

people at every age can experience the deep knowledge and wisdom her rich story effortlessly

delivers on her powerful, holistic journey to radiant health and happiness."—Josh Rosebrook –

founder, Josh Rosebrook Skin and Hair Care“Powerful, insightful, and thoughtful! From being

well to living well, Tara provides practical tools for achieving wholeness along her own journey

to true healing, happiness, and self-discovery. With complete authenticity and raw vulnerability,

Tara shows us how we, too, can be cured by nature.”—Brandie Gilliam, founder, Thoughtfully

Magazine and Organic Beauty Talk“You can revolutionize your life based on Tara Mackey’s

experiences in Cured by Nature. Tara's raw, personal story of dealing with tough family

circumstances and a dependence on pharmaceuticals, carving out a natural life through

positive thoughts, and developing an appreciation for green beauty is a great read and



illuminating.”—Tony Conrad, founder of True Ventures and About.me“A gripping, enthralling,

and inspiring success story about overcoming tragedy, quitting pharmaceutical drugs, living

healthy, and accomplishing your dreams.”—Todd Cooper, CEO of Waxelene, Inc.“A unique

combination of digestible scientific facts and personal anecdotes, Cured by Nature is an

inspiring read. Tara challenges readers to change their lives with simple, daily thought patterns

and choices that result in a more vibrant, happy life. With her easy-to-use tools and

mindfulness practices, holistic health is accessible and attainable!”—Nicolle Mackinnon, green

beauty editor and writer, No More Dirty Looks“As someone who cured chronic skin ailments

through totally natural methods, I cannot tell you just how inspired I was by Tara’s story. She is

an incredible example of someone who has quite literally taken her life back by listening to her

body and tapping into the truly awesome healing powers of nature. This is a must-read for

anyone who is sick of treating symptoms and ready to make long-lasting lifestyle changes for

wellness.”—Adina Grigore, fouder, SW Basics, author, Skin Cleanse"Compelling and action-

inspiring. She is one of the Millennialher generation’s wWellness leaders, and people at every

age can experience the deep knowledge and wisdom her rich story effortlessly delivers on her

powerful, holistic journey to radiant health and happiness."—Josh Rosebrook – founder, Josh

Rosebrook Skin and Hair Care“Powerful, insightful, and thoughtful! From being well to living

well, Tara provides practical tools for achieving wholeness along her own journey to true

healing, happiness, and self-discovery. With complete authenticity and raw vulnerability, Tara

shows us how we, too, can be cured by nature.”—Brandie Gilliam, founder, Thoughtfully

Magazine and Organic Beauty TalkAbout the AuthorTara Mackey is the founder and CEO of

The Organic Life, a successful holistic and sustainable living platform, and is a widely

recognized activist with a community of more than 1 million followers on her blog and social

media. She founded the organic skincare company Genetix and is the best-selling author

of Cured by Nature and WILD Habits. Mackey, who has a background in psychology and

genetics, left medical school in 2011 to travel to California to explore natural healing, yoga and

meditation. She’s been on a conscious quest to move humanity in a more sustainable, healthy,

and holistic direction ever since. Tara’s been recognized with numerous awards and

nominations for her activism and entrepreneurship by giants like O, The Oprah Magazine, Teen

Vogue, Women’s Health, ABC, CBS, the United States Senate, and more. She resides in San

Diego, California. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the

AuthorTara Mackey is a certified lab analyst and environmental technician. In 2012, she started

The Organic Life Blog, where she continues to share her natural living advice with readers. In

addition to blogging, she is also a musician, an agency model, and an actress. She is a regular

contributor to Happiness & Wellbeing Magazine, POPSUGAR Fitness, Lucky Magazine, and

True Luxury Life. Tara resides in Los Angeles and Encinitas, California. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Paramahansa Yogananda (1893–1952), Indian Yogi and Guru, Author, Founder of the Self-

Realization Fellowship, Cosmic ManFOREWORDby Todd CooperIt was during a trip back to

New York that Tara got the email. “They want me to write a book!” she told me. “Who is ‘they,’” I

asked,“and what kind of book?”Tara said the editors at Skyhorse Publishing in New York City

had been following her blog and had offered her a book deal. “You HAVE to write a book! The

world needs to know about your experiences!” they had said.This is very rare, but it is not a

fluke. Tara is almost always reading, researching, creating, or writing. She told me that some of

her best friends from high school were the music teacher and the librarian. While doing

research, I saw her get so excited about a book that she read all six hundred pages and

returned it to the library the day after she checked it out.Everything about this experience has

been serendipitous for Tara. This book was meant to be; this story has to be told. Everyone

needs to read Cured by Nature. It smashes conventional misconceptions about personal

health, and it will change your life.Three months is not a lot of time to write a three-hundred-

page book, especially if you already work full-time. It has taken me quite a long time to write

this very short foreword. But three months’ time is exactly how long it took Tara to start—and

finish—her first draft of Cured by Nature. During those months she had a role in a feature film

and was on set for over a month of that time. She was in a few major music videos, wrote blog

posts, made ads for brands, and still managed to carve out more than forty hours a week to

research and write.At times Tara would tell me that it was like the book was writing itself. There

were days she would say she could hardly even remember writing it, but that it all felt perfect.

After a few tweaks, Tara produced an amazing, one-of-a-kind, must-read, inspirational,



timeless classic.Tara was living her life as she was writing about it, so the process was all

encompassing. Her story is so real and so familiar that everyone needs to hear it. However

dramatic and daring Tara’s life has been, everyone can relate to it in some way. All of the

subject matter is so current and relevant that you can almost taste it. It’s empowering and

enthralling. No book has changed my life more.I hope Cured by Nature revolutionizes your life

the way it has changed mine.Todd CooperCEO of Waxelene, Inc.FOREWORDby Josh

RosebrookThe clean beauty and wellness community is a collective of empowered, empathetic

individuals. We are a tribe. We are beauty experts and professionals who’ve connected through

a shared passion and vision for clean cosmetics, natural foods, and conscious, holistic

lifestyle.This tribe of natural beauty experts is truly special and includes writers, entrepreneurs,

practitioners, and artists. I’m honored to be a part of it, and I’m continually amazed by the

breadth of integrity, sensitivity, knowledge, and action each person brings to the collective.

Whether we meet up with each other online or at a workshop, event, or conference, we

corroborate, support, and empathize with each other steadfastly, which is the ultimate healing.

Within this connected experience, there’s an authentic framework that is built, and everyone

inspires and supports each other. This type of real community is what we all need to manifest

our dreams and passions and find or stay on our true path.I became aware of Tara through our

community, and one day I found myself on her website . I was intrigued by her writing style. Her

words seemed effortlessly executed and her authenticity drew me in. Her narrative revealed

someone who was extremely confident, connected, and self-aware. I knew I liked her.There

weren’t many fellow “green beauties” (as we like to call them) living in Los Angeles at the time,

so once we realized we were both Angelenos, we knew we had to meet.On a sunny Sunday

during the winter in LA we met up at Real Food Daily. It was one of those rare friendships that

seemingly comes out of nowhere: you have a feeling that you’ve known this person before and

you connect non-stop for three hours over tempeh and tea. It was glorious. She exuded the

genuine joy, humor, and heart that makes everyone feel special. Today, I am honored to call her

one of my great friends.Cured by Nature is not just another guide on how to live naturally or

telling you what makeup and skin-care products you should purchase; it’s much more than that.

This book contains a vibration that has the potential to shift you emotionally, mentally,

spiritually, and physically—if you are ready. This book was created with a grand intention to

assist humanity in waking up to whatever might be keeping you down in any way. Whether it’s

the food you eat or your relationship to it, the toxic beauty products you still use, your intimate

relationships that are stuck, or whatever disconnected voice of fear that might be running

through your head that needs to be released, Cured by Nature carries a vibration of Light and

Love that calls us to take full responsibility for who we are and to integrate real, positive change

while nudging us to remember that we are incredibly brilliant, divine, powerful human beings

who can do, be, and have anything.Thank you, Tara, for imbuing my life with such truth, clarity,

and action via this book. You are a pioneer of healing for a generation and a leader for anyone

ready to be inspired, grow, and make changes.Josh RosebrookFounder, Josh Rosebrook Skin

and Hair CareINTRODUCTIONMy mother was an Irish immigrant in the midst of achieving the

American Dream. She was beautiful—a bold, bodacious, curvaceous redhead who had even

earned a great modeling gig in the monthly business magazine from her Wall Street employer

in New York City. She was the talk of the staff elevator rides and the envy of all her co-workers.

Her steady boyfriend of seventeen years idolized and adored her, showed her off to all his

friends. He bought her cars and puppies and extravagant gifts. They partied—a lot.But they

had been having problems. Relationship issues. Bitter fights. She was taking days off from work

to figure things out. Hitting up bars with her girlfriends, staying out later than she always



expected. The night she and her boyfriend broke up for good, she stumbled into a bar she’d

never been to before.There, a man asked her for the time. She looked down to check her

watch, but before she could answer, a young, buff, surly stranger with piercing green eyes

decked the other guy across the face. The provocateur grabbed her arm and began to run,

shouting, “Let’s get out of here! This is my uncle’s place! I shouldn’t have done that!”A

whirlwind romance ensued. She found out the stranger’s name: Dan. And his occupation:

Queens’ dirtiest drug dealer. Still, she couldn’t help but think he was handsome, attractive, and

confident. Every block they walked down, someone shouted Dan’s name in friendly recognition.

He had the gift of gab and a strong hustle. She fell for him—hard. He was twenty-seven. She

was twenty-nine. Perfect.At seven months pregnant, all these thoughts are inescapable. What

led her here? Locked in a dark room in a dingy Queens apartment while Dan, his goons, and

his other girls talk outside the door. It turns out that Dan is nineteen—not twenty-seven as he’d

claimed—and she’s seen him about as much as she’s not seen him. Her secure job is long

gone. He keeps her in the bedroom and locks the door from the outside. He cooks crack

instead of dinner. He feeds her drugs when he remembers.When labor comes, she’s alone.

Dan’s been gone for days. A cab takes her to the hospital where she informs doctors that she’s

giving birth—and high. They knock her out and cut the baby out of her. The baby is sent

straight to NICU for detox.Days later, Dan comes home to an empty house. Suspecting the

obvious, he finds the hospital his girl’s at, and he tries to see her. He confidently strolls down

the halls of the hospital, swagger-drunk, congratulating himself on his new baby boy to nurses

and strangers.When he enters the hospital room, she screams and screams until nurses come

and tell Dan he has to leave. She continues screaming as he’s dragged away.“Get the fuck out

of here!” she yells after him. “You’re not welcome here! You’ll have absolutely nothing to do with

my daughter’s life!”My biological father’s information on my birth certificate is completely blank.

I have my mother’s last name—Mackey—and the name that Dad, my Irish maternal

grandfather, picked out for me—Tara. My mother said she never even thought about what to

name me until she held me in her arms.It would be two weeks in detox for me and another

seven years before my biological parents would see each other again. When my mother said

my biological father would have absolutely nothing to do with my life, she meant it.PART ONE:

BE HAPPYCHAPTER ONEWHY YOU WANT TO BE HAPPY, BUT AREN’T (AND HOW TO

START)“You won’t be happy, whatever you do, unless you’re comfortable in your own

conscience. Keep your head up, keep your shoulders back, keep your self-respect, be nice, be

smart. And remember: there are practically no ‘overnight’ successes.”—Lucille Ball (1911–

1989), Actress, Comedian, Entrepreneurial TV BadassOrganic LifeAt six years old, I couldn’t

wake my mom up. She was lying in bed barely breathing. I pulled her eyelids back from her

eyes; they were stark white. So I got a chair from the dining room, stood on it to reach the

phone, and called my grandparents.My sweet Irish grandpa, whom we affectionately call Dad,

showed up and whisked me into a car where I stayed, locked and helpless, while ambulances

came. That was the last, but not the first, time I saw my mom overdose on heroin, and within a

few weeks I was in a private, backdoor courtroom, testifying against her at my custody hearing,

while a stenographer typed away.By the age of seven, I had witnessed more than most adults I

knew, and felt different as a result. Moreover, I knew that I might always feel and might possibly

always be different. That thought alone was daunting and depressing. My mom was in and out

of rehab, always promising to “get me back” and then disappearing for weeks on end. I spent

many long nights imagining worst-case scenarios, like having to attend her funeral.This started

a serious case of childhood insomnia. In photos from ages seven through ten I look downright

sickly—some days the bags under my eyes almost reached my cheekbones. I couldn’t sleep



for anything. Figuring out how I was going to explain my living situation to friends was troubling

to me as well. I cared an awful lot about what other people thought, and was always conscious

of what I said around them.It was also around this age that my maternal grandparents received

custody of me, becoming my legal guardians. Grandma and Dad were absolutely the most

amazing parents a little girl could ask for. Grandma is a sweet, beautiful soul with a thick Irish

accent. Even though she can only boast a seventh-grade education, she’s hands-down the

most intelligent and insightful woman I know. Dad’s accent remained equally adorable and

slathered on like he just stepped off the boat. Underneath it Dad embodied a quiet,

understanding, and loving father figure. Although the word “love” rarely left their mouths, they

showed it in every way they could think of. They were hell-bent on providing me with everything

I could possibly need, and especially determined that I not turn out anything like my

mother.They had been done raising their own children years ago, and here I was: helpless,

wild, and in need of their care. They were in their mid-fifties, and had a brand-new

kid.Inherently DifferentWhen you’re a child of an addict, life is just inherently different. A lot of

people spend a lot of time trying to convince you that the addict’s behavior is not your fault, that

you are not the trigger. I did believe this, deep down. I knew that if I didn’t have the power to

make my mom stop drinking (and I didn’t), I certainly didn’t have the power to make my mom

drink.I may not have been the reason my mom drank or did drugs, but I was certainly never the

most savory topic of conversation. As the years wore on, it seemed as though I was the source

of every fight, every contention, and every source of malice within my family. “What are we

going to do with her?” and “She’s going to grow up just like her mother!” rang throughout my

house more times as a child than I can count for even the smallest of infractions. They may not

have said it right in front of me, but that doesn’t mean I didn’t hear it.I get it. They were scared

to death that I was going to end up like my mom. But at the time, I was clueless about how to

handle myself. Every small contention turned into an outburst. Every outburst, a fight. Every

fight, a panic attack.I threw a few temper tantrums when I started living with my grandparents

full-time. I’ve heard a couple of less-than-pretty stories from my neighbors about me screaming

in the driveway that I wasn’t going anywhere and that I wanted my mom. But I quickly caught

on.The life spent waiting in hot cars or stairwells while my mom “saw friends,” going to the gas

station alone with only a note to pick up cigarettes for her at four and five years old, or

wondering if she was going to be awake in the morning was gone.I was sent to talk therapy the

same month I started living with my grandparents full-time. I was very melancholy and super

precocious, and I found a lot of comfort in this sadness. I wore my life story like a badge of

honor and my therapist, an amazing man named Dr. Dial, encouraged me to talk about it

extensively, and to whomever I wished.This helped me tremendously in my recovery and

encouraged a healthy and honest way to cope with my emotions, even to this day. I have never

been ashamed that my story was different, and I have always been eager to share it. Through

sharing my life story I have even learned that many people have gone through similar

situations, strayed down similar paths, and come out on similar sides. But as a kid, that never

stopped me from wishing it was less difficult.With my grandparents as my parents, I finally took

regular showers, finally ate a meal at the table every night, finally didn’t have to share a room

with anyone, and finally didn’t have to do everything myself. That was the hardest adjustment. I

still prefer to do things myself: this may take a few more decades to wear off.A whirlwind of

ambulances (for Mom), Alateen support groups (for me and the other children of alcoholics in

the neighborhood), and alienation among friends made the next few years difficult emotionally.

I was super grateful to have my grandparents in my life, and I adjusted to my living situation

pretty well, but I still had a lack of social skills that was really interfering with my life.Bathing



every day, for example, was a new concept to me. So was not being able to do whatever I

wanted with no supervision. I wasn’t used to adults hovering over me and didn’t like it one bit. I

remember my grandma telling me once, “You realize one time we found you with your hand in

your mother’s purse, holding onto a razor and drugs, when you were three years old! Three!”I

had seen a lot worse than some razors or a bag of drugs, but I got it; I knew my grandparents

were concerned. I wanted to change and I wanted to be better. I just didn’t know how. It felt as

though someone were trying to whip the spirit out of me instead of guiding me along my own

path.When I was seven, my uncle, who was eager to help, gave me two presents that both

changed my life forever and helped me cope with my problems. One was the book Awaken the

Giant Within by motivational speaker and life coach Anthony Robbins and the second was a

set of various audiotapes for Unleash the Power Within (also by Tony). I listened to these tapes

day after day after day for years, and read this book over and over again, underlining what I

understood and dog-earing what I knew I would understand “when I get older.”Repeatedly

listening to these tapes and catching Oprah at 4 p.m. with Grandma every day after school put

my problems in perspective. I had a vague idea, both from caring for my mom and from

watching shows like Oprah and listening to people like Tony, that life did not get easier when

you got older. It didn’t get easier and you needed to know how to handle it. I was determined to

learn how to make a better life for myself than what I had seen happen to people around

me.Saying YesWhen I was seven a cute little kitten walked into my aunt’s yard during a party

over the summer and would not leave my side. I begged my grandparents to let us take him

home, and finally, my grandma said yes!We named the black-and-white bubba Sylvester, but a

few weeks later, after his first checkup, we were informed that Sylvester was, unfortunately for

our name choice, a girl.Miss Sylvester, or Sylvia, was a staple in my household well into

college. Moving in with my grandparents had been a huge transition for me, and having an

animal I doted on, called my own, and loved with everything in me was the best kind of therapy.

Sylvia followed me to school, accompanied Pebbles the dog, Dad, and me on nightly walks,

and cuddled with me at night before I fell asleep. She was the subject of every creative paper I

wrote and every doodle I drew. She provided comfort in times when everyone else had no idea

what to do with me.Tentatively ThrilledKindergarten to sixth grade is a blur of plaid skirts, play

auditions, voice lessons, dog walks with Dad, long hours rehearsing for Mass at the church

across the street, Jesus statues, the best musical theater experiences of my life, and a lot of

personal growth.I accepted my living situation gracefully. Although, with two generations

between my grandparents and me, there was bound to sometimes be contention, I loved them

both deeply. I knew I would have absolutely no life without them, and often cried softly at night,

scared to lose them. Scared they’d suddenly decide they didn’t love me. Scared, knowing

they’d die before all my friends’ parents did. Scared, knowing they’d chosen me and might

ultimately decide they’d made a mistake. Scared everyone would decide not to love me. I

worried a lot about things like being abandoned, being helpless, or losing someone that I

loved.When I was eleven, my mom finally sobered up. She spent over a year at a rehab center

and when she was done my grandparents tried one last tactic: let her live with us and be the

mother she was always begging them to let her be.I was tentatively thrilled. Just four years

after they had gained temporary custody, there was a glimmer of hope: Mom might actually

step up to the plate and get me back. She worked her program, made lots of friends in sobriety,

and really lived what she was preaching.Before long she even became someone else’s

sponsor, leading meetings and helping others recover. She once told me that just looking down

the beer aisle at the grocery store made her nauseous. It was a really lovely time in my life. It

felt like I had a family, and I took a lot of pride in my new family dynamic. I now had three



parents—beat that!My mother and I were as close as ever. She was dating someone who had

been sober for fifteen years and loved her and me a lot. We all trusted one another.Too

WeirdThen came adolescence. I had a great clique of three girlfriends in sixth grade, and then

suddenly, without explanation, they all decided I was “too weird” to hang out with. They decided

I didn’t fit in with them. This group of girls did things like invite me to their houses, then sit

inside and laugh as I rang the doorbell, never welcoming me in. They’d steal my lunch box and

throw it around to one another until my lunch was ruined. They’d ignore me if I spoke to any of

them in class. I was astounded; I’d never experienced anything like this before!Then, they

started making fun of the way I looked. I was the only mixed girl in my entire school—half Irish

on my mom’s side and black and Native American on my biological father’s—and was told

almost every day in less and less nice ways that I was not the prettiest person to look at.This

was alarming to me, not only because I had never even thought twice about my own

appearance (or anyone else’s) and put no effort into it at all, but also because I personally

didn’t hate looking at myself! I didn’t understand what the big deal was. At all. I was also

astounded that there was no way to “go back” to the way things used to be in our friendships.

They were over me.On top of this, I was socially awkward, thin as a rail, tall, gangly, relatively

serious, clumsy, and really embarrassing in gym class. Basically, I was a bully’s dream come

true. Sometimes I was made fun of for being a teacher’s pet, or not being as affluent as the

other kids I went to school with, which continued well into college. It was everything I had

feared, and it was relentless no matter what school I went to or what kinds of friends I

made.Normal LifeThe summer before I was to start high school, Grandma, Dad, Mom, and I

took a vacation to Florida. I still treasure the pictures from that time. The four of us look so

happy, so healthy. My mom has a glowing tan and her arm embraces me with pride in every

photo.My mother happily lived a sober life with my grandparents and me for two solid years.

She really was stepping up to the plate, making up for lost time in the form of NYC outings,

weekly dinners out, and support in all my creative endeavors. She started taking college

classes, had a great, new job nursing, and was even beginning to save for things like voice

lessons and college for me. I was getting a small glimpse of what a normal life might be like.

Our family was as close as ever, and I was finally beginning to believe that I could soon drop

the “inherently different” label. It was clear that sobriety was most important to my mother. More

than drugs, more than drinking, and more than dependent relationships, she wanted to be well.

My grandparents felt so comfortable that they went on vacation together and left me and mom

to watch the house.Within a few days of their departure, there were telltale signs that I couldn’t

ignore. They felt and looked all too familiar. My mom was spending a lot of time alone, or out

with a young girl whose sponsor she had just become. Then, she started smoking in the

house, falling asleep in the middle of the day, and leaving big cigarette burns in the bedsheets.

Her words were more slurred, her temper became nastier, and she was starting to avoid being

around me.Finally, I found it. A bottle of vodka hidden under her bed in my childhood playroom,

which I had given up so my mom could have a bedroom. I told my grandparents the moment

they came home from vacation and waited for the shit storm. It came in one large drove.One of

my last memories of that time is my mother clinging onto the doorframe as my grandpa pulled

her out the door by her legs. She was lying there crying and trying to explain why she’s drunk,

screaming, “Help me, Tara! Help me!”I went over to the door, looked at her, looked down at her

fingers, stared her straight in the face, and kicked her fingers over and over again as hard as I

could until she let go. Somehow, they managed to get her into the car and off to the hospital.

After that, I didn’t see her again for a few years.I like to think I did help.Feeling DifferentThis

time, I was emotionally done with her. It was the first time I had deeply felt this done-ness, and



it stole a part of my heart. However, it felt absolutely necessary at the time. When she was in

rehab, my grandpa constantly encouraged me to talk to my mom, but I just couldn’t do it. There

was nothing left in it for me. I knew what a bad influence looked like, even when it was my

parent.I was thirteen and about to start at an all-girls Catholic high school. It was not my favorite

—I would have preferred the co-ed theater-driven Catholic school—but it was the best there

was, and I’d gotten in, so it was there I went.In the back of my mind I was very fearful that any

amount of love or trust I showed anyone would be betrayed or taken away at the first

opportunity. This is a fear that I remember feeling very, very early. A fear that developed into

anxiety as I grew older. Whether it was this anxiety, fear, hormones, or just being a teenager, I

finally told my grandma one night that I “felt different.”Sharing this prompted a fear in her to do

something she hadn’t, to my knowledge, done before. She read my diaries while I was at

school, which I’d kept since the age of seven. They were full of angry, self-hating, family-

mistrusting rants for page after tear-stained page. Grandma sat me down about this, but I had

no explanation. I meant every single word that I had written, and furthermore I now felt very

betrayed by her actions as well as my mom’s. In fact, I considered never writing again. I was

becoming more and more bitter about life and people by the day.I was pretty broody, and a little

boy- (and girl-) crazy, but I wasn’t really turning out to be the drug-fiending, “rehab is my

second home,” skip-town misfit that my family always feared I would be. In fact, I was

astonishingly polite, loved learning, and (mostly) knew when to be quiet. I sang at multiple

Masses at church every Sunday, got First Honors every semester, read books for fun, and

enjoyed time alone in the dirt and at the library. I mean, it could have (and had) been way

worse for them. However, out of a combination of fear and love, I was still treated as a ticking

time bomb and a potential fuck-up.LithiumI crept to the staircase after my bedtime and listened

quietly. On the top step I was just out of sight. While holding my breath, I heard almost every

word of the heated debate about what to do with me. It was finally decided that I should stop

talk therapy with my beloved Dr. Dial and be sent to a psychiatrist for “evaluation.”I wordlessly

went to the appointment, although I had no idea what the difference was between this new

doctor and my old one. I thought I was going to another therapist to talk about my life, my

feelings, and my problems. I thought I was going to a more qualified person to work through the

newest curveballs life had thrown my way.After a half-hour discussion with my grandma, and a

five-minute “interview” that consisted of no more than ten questions for me, my new doctor—a

child psychiatrist—diagnosed me with bipolar II, or manic depressive disorder.This was a

diagnosis that I was actually familiar with, even at that age—a close relative had bipolar

disorder. His life, according to my grandmother, had “been ruined” because of it, and he had

been on medication for as long as I could remember. Other family members had also been

diagnosed with emotional disorders too.My biological father was never a part of my childhood—

my mother made sure of it—and I never asked about him. Not once. But I did hear one story:

his mother—my grandmother—had been schizophrenic, and she committed suicide in front of

him when he was young. This had definitely been relayed to my psychiatrist. It may have been

everything he needed to know.At thirteen, I was dealing pretty well with everything happening

in my life. Sure, I was emotionally unstable, confused, hormonal, and preferred long hours of

reading or video games to social activities with people who might ask about my life, but it was

also my first year as a teenager, and I felt okay despite the fact that my mom had relapsed in

front of me (again). All in all, whether my diagnosis from the psychiatrist was a preemptive

strike based on family history, or whether this doctor actually thought that the bitter, inquisitive,

and hopeful thirteen-year-old in front of him with a terrible backstory was truly mentally ill, I

might never know.Dr. Brown explained that what I had was very serious, and said that without



medication I would never “live a normal life.” He put me on lithium, a powerful sedative first

prescribed in the 1800s for “hysteria”—500 mg a day, even though I was maybe eighty-five

pounds at the time. I was told, not once or twice, but every time I saw Dr. Brown, and just about

every day at home, that I could never stop taking this medication, even when I felt better.In fact,

every single time I ever told Dr. Brown that I wanted to come off lithium, either because it made

me feel better or worse, he would say that wanting to stop my medication was a very serious

symptom of the illness, and sometimes even increased my dosage. This medical catch-22 was

infuriating to me because I hated that stuff from day one …“Happiness cannot be traveled to,

owned, earned, worn, or consumed.”—Denis Waitley (1933–Present), Motivational Speaker,

Author, Founding Member of the National Council for Self-Esteem, Success GuruAnd this is

where my story really begins: the first year that I gave my life over to medication, the first year I

let someone else convince me that I was powerless over my emotions, and that a pill was there

to solve my problems. Because, let’s face it, with a story like mine, that thirteen-year-old girl

does seem pretty powerless, doesn’t she?YOUR PERCEPTIONI talk to her. I often talk to

thirteen-year-old me and tell her who she is going to become. I tell her that she’s beautiful and

capable and hysterical and adventurous and spiritual and talented and loved. I tell her to

cherish the family dinners, to scale back her anger, to think before she speaks, and to hug her

family every day even if they don’t want her to.Recently a mentor asked me a question that his

mentor had asked him.“Who’s going to take care of seventy-year-old you, Tara?”“I don’t know.” I

meditated on it for a moment, but I’d actually, literally, never thought about it. I tried to reply, “My

kids, probably? My family?”“The only person who’s going to take care of seventy-year-old you

is you right now.”That struck me very hard. I realized that this “talking to myself” could be done

two ways: in addition to talking to my past self, I could also talk to my present, as seventy-year-

old me.I constantly started telling myself to make healthier, more meaningful, and attractive

decisions. I started taking risks I wouldn’t normally take. I actively sought out every sunset and

I deliberately stopped to smell every flower. I drove down every coast. I made it a goal to get to

the top of every mountain. Why?Well, because I want seventy-year-old Tara to be proud of me,

the way that Tara today is proud of thirteen-year-old Tara. I have thought about that philosophy

and shaped my life around it every day since. It has positively formed how I care for my body,

my mind, and what I allow to become part of my life philosophy.The best thing that I can do

now is talk to twenty-something-year-old me as seventy-year-old me, which I actually do very

often. I talk to myself now, as my future self. Seriously. I tell myself I got this, that what I’m doing

is easy, that I can handle things, and that nothing that I’ve ever done is in vain. I tell myself I’m

capable and beautiful and smart and super awesome, and I believe it. I always hope that future

me believes it too.“At any given moment, life is completely senseless. But over a period, it

seems to reveal itself into an organism existing in time, having a purpose, tending in a certain

direction.”—Aldous Huxley, Prolific Author, Philosopher, Trip EnthusiastYou are not your

backstory. Your story has essentially been what you’ve told yourself. When I was telling myself

“I am not like other people” or “I am not worthy of happiness” every day, my unworthy feeling

was based on nothing but my past. My present notion of who I used to be determined

everything. I felt unworthy because I was not as rich or as beautiful, because I never had the

same nuclear family dynamic other people had. Whatever it was, I was creating a story based

entirely on my perception, and my past beliefs. Since our beliefs are nothing but perceptions,

this cycle can be endless.Perception is a mirror. It is your present notion of yourself and your

world, reflected outward. Your life is, indeed, organic. It grows and changes with every breath.

Perception is the outward reflection of the greatest tool we have for changing our whole

lives.BeliefsWe are very often seduced into believing that events control our lives, or that we



are powerless to our past. Nothing can be further from the truth. A belief is a feeling of certainty

about something or someone. If you say, “I believe I can climb that mountain,” all you’re really

saying is that you have a strong emotional certainty that you’re capable of climbing that

mountain. Really, it’s not even entirely important if the beliefs you hold are true. What matters

most is whether or not your beliefs empower your life or limit your life.Our Limiting

BeliefsThoughts like: “I hate where I live or work,” “I’m stuck here,” “I’m stifled in this place,” “I

need a pill to get through this day,” and “I wish my relationships were different” are some

common limiting beliefs. I’m definitely intimately familiar with all of them. The good news is if

these limiting beliefs can be caught, and changed to something that propels you, they can

always become empowering.“We put a label called ‘depression’ on something and guess

what? We’re depressed. The truth is, those terms can be self-fulfilling prophecies.”—Tony

Robbins, Motivational Speaker, Gnarly Tumor Survivor, Peak Performance CoachThe Most

Self-Abusive BeliefPeople so often develop limiting beliefs about what they’re capable of simply

because they haven’t succeeded at something before. As a result of fear, or past

disappointment, they consistently focus on things being “realistic.” They develop deep-seated

beliefs that connect change or striving for progress to negativity, and stifle their true path to

progress and self-fulfillment.“I don’t need to change! Nothing is wrong with me!” was one of my

most self-abusive limiting beliefs. This limiting belief can be very dangerous, because anytime

we are not willing to even admit that there is a possibility that our short-term beliefs may be

inaccurate, we trap ourselves in ideas and life restrictions that could condemn us to long-term

fear, anxiety, unhealthy habits, failure, and disappointment. Nothing has to be wrong for you to

want to achieve more, succeed more, and be a better person! In fact, when you finally

recognize how essential growth and progress are in your life, things begin to feel much more

“normal” than they ever have before!One of the biggest challenges in life is how we deal with

our personal failures and defeats. After failure, some people begin to believe that their goals, or

worse, that all things, are pointless, that they’re helpless or worthless, or that they will lose

anyway. When I was working, studying, adapting, surviving, and strung out on myriad

medications, searching for the meaning of life through reckless action, good intentions, and

other people, I spent a lot of days wondering, “What’s the point?” This destructive mindset is

called learned helplessness, and it can destroy our ability to act. These thoughts must be

caught immediately and replaced with empowering beliefs about what we’re truly capable of!

The First Limiting Belief“Enjoy your own life without comparing it with that of another.”—Marie-

Jean-Antoine-Nicolas de Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet (1743–1794), French Philosopher,

Mathematician, Early Political Science Know-It-All Whose Ideas Were Said to “Embody the

Age of Enlightenment,” Guy Who Really Knew His ShitAt thirteen years old, I definitely began

to truly believe some self-destroying things. This is the first year that my childlike wonder

completely ceased for what felt like forever. I believed that other people determined how I felt.

My first year as a teenager, my first year on medication, my first year of surrender, was the first

time this thought was solidified for me. I was told by those around me, professionals even, that I

was completely helpless to my own thoughts and feelings and mental well-being. I was told that

without a pill I wouldn’t have a life, be able to get a job, have a relationship, or do well in school,

even though I had done all of those things perfectly fine before starting lithium. One day, one

diagnosis forced me to believe that I was a naturally depressed, naturally unlucky, naturally

anxious person. Everyone around me confirmed this. Everyday circumstances confirmed this.

And, each and every day, in some way, I confirmed this too.One of our most common and

greatest mistakes is to let other people make judgments about us that in turn compel us to act

on those judgments, or to compare ourselves with our fellow humans or our past mistakes.



Without faith in yourself, you will lose control of the mental and physical faculties that are

required to bring you to your greatest goals and dreams.COMPARISONThe problem with

comparison is that it leads to feelings of inferiority. Inferiority is a distraction from our true

purpose. As a woman, you may feel like the woman next to you in class or at work outshines

you because she has the best clothes, even if you know that she’s an inferior person. The one

who suffers may actually possess a greater ability, but she can’t recognize it because of limiting

beliefs in herself that stem from comparison. This also means, if someone—a friend, a partner,

even a stranger—is comparing him- or herself to you, or comparing you to someone else, even

if they’re comparing you to your former self, don’t entertain them. Walk away.I always dated the

same type of person. I call them “the Archaeologists” because they’re always focused on the

past. My boyfriends cared an awful lot about what I said two weeks ago. The girls I dated would

constantly bring up who I was before I even met them. Sound familiar? People play this game

every day and it’s one of the most dangerous.The major key to your better future is walking

away from the people who are stuck. Stuck on their personal development, or stuck on yours,

stuck on who you were two years ago or yesterday, instead of asking: Who are you becoming?

This is what separates people who are rich in every way from people who “lead lives of quiet

desperation.”In my favorite book as a teenager, The Perks of Being a Wallflower, Stephen

Chbosky writes, “We accept the love we think we deserve.” This quote struck me particularly

hard when I first read the book, and continues to resonate with me even today. Accepting the

love we feel we deserve is all about setting new standards for ourselves and the love, home,

bank account, friends, career, attitude, and life that we know is already ours. I am here to tell

you just what you deserve: everything you want.Jot down five things you feel you deserve right

now. Read them over, and pick the one dearest to your heart. Now, picture your life as though it

were already yours.MY GOALS1.

_________________________________________________________2.

_________________________________________________________3.

_________________________________________________________4.

_________________________________________________________5.

_________________________________________________________This, at first, may be

heartbreaking, because your heart desires it and knows you deserve it. But try to swallow your

pride for a moment and remember that you already possess it. Your book is already written.

Your dream house is already built. Your rent is already paid. Your hard work has already paid

off. You’ve made your millions, and there’s plenty to go around. All you need is the correct

mental adjustment.Every night before bed for a week, read your favorite goal from your list

again and quietly picture yourself—even for a moment—in possession of it. It may be your

dream career, your favorite car, the ability to give back to others, or enough money to pay the

rent next month. Whatever your heart truly desires, let yourself have it for a few moments.But,

you may ask, won’t I be disappointed if I don’t get it? Well, that depends on you. Won’t you be

disappointed if you never try? The surest way to not achieving your dreams is to admit to

yourself that you don’t deserve them. Wake up, you beautiful soul! You deserve it all! Setting

higher standards is the way to get there!The Second Limiting BeliefThe second limiting belief I

had was that I was a victim of circumstance. I was destined to become a drug addict and an

alcoholic. With two drug-addicted parents, the odds of that are 100 percent! “Poor girl, who will

never be able to leisurely enjoy alcohol” was the sentiment I heard from family daily. Not semi-

regularly. Literally every day it was reinforced to me that I could never touch the stuff, or I’d end

up just like my mom.Today, I can leisurely enjoy a glass of merlot or a pint of beer without

going for another, although it’s not my preference. If my odds were 100 percent, the Odds Gods



miraculously skipped me. But growing up, I heard all around me, “Our genetics are our

genetics.” “Our past is our past.” “We are who we are.” “Nobody really, truly changes.” And I

believed this (drivel!) for a very long time.Telling yourself things like “I’m a failure” or “I’m going

to end up like my father” or “I don’t know where I’m going” is the surest way to end up exactly

there—like your father, or lost, or whatever place you fear. People have a tendency to receive a

diagnosis of depression, and consequently begin to believe that they are naturally depressed.

This means that a doctor has told them that they have a “depleted serotonin level,” which is

often diagnosed as clinical depression, and has in turn prescribed a drug or a series of drugs

to increase said “depleted levels.”But what if serotonin is not the issue? What if it is an external

factor—maybe that person has begun to eat more sugar and have emotional crashes they

aren’t used to? Maybe they have a negative mindset from growing up in a negative household.

Perhaps the doctor caught them at a bad time. Their spouse may have just passed away.

Maybe their mother said something that brought them down that morning.Let’s entertain the

fact that serotonin is the issue for a moment. If so, why isn’t something like 5-HTP, a serotonin

precursor, prescribed? Unlike what I had been prescribed to treat depression, which essentially

hands us serotonin chemically and hopes for the best, 5-HTP encourages serotonin levels to

develop and be released in us naturally.Or what about acupuncture, which releases

endorphins, dopamine, and serotonin to both stimulate and relax your body as needed?How

about yoga, which has been used for centuries to treat mood swings, depression, and anxiety

along with physical and mental illness?I wasn’t given any of those options. The only

prescription my doctor had for a “sick mind” was an adult dosage of lithium. In fact, that’s all he

had been taught to prescribe. Again, I was told that these drugs were vital to my health and

necessary for my survival.I accepted my mood disorder, and I accepted that its answer was

lithium without question. The total irony that my grandparents—who had spent years trying to

keep me off drugs—were about to start paying to put me on them, was totally lost on me.I saw

this my whole life: the Diagnosis, the Prescription, the Pharmacy, the Trial and Error. Other

relatives had played the game for years. Many of us happily do. We’re taught—and we

desperately want to believe—in a doctor’s diagnosis and treatment. We’ve come to accept this.

It’s the New Normal. I never thought twice about it for over a decade. With insurance

companies, advertisers, pharmaceutical companies, and lobbyists all deep in the game, we’re

rarely encouraged to search for alternative options to support our wellness, especially options

that may be super simple and cost us barely anything at all.The disruptive truth is, drugs don’t

teach us anything. As you’ll come to read in this book, pharmaceutical drugs are specifically

designed to confuse the body as a whole, scrambling extremely important bio-information and

essential brain chemicals that control everything from our weight to our moods to our

immunity.But no one ever told me that. The only thing anyone told me was to take lithium. I had

to take lithium. If the question of “How Do We Treat Bipolar Disorder in a Thirteen-Year-Old?”

had been multiple choice, the options for answers would have been:A) LithiumB) LithiumC) All

of the aboveSeriously.Currently, we don’t test for depression, manic depression, anxiety, OCD,

or any other mental illness the way we do with everything else we medicate for. We don’t take a

brain scan and say, “Yes! There is the anxiety!” or “Here is where your depression starts and

here’s where it ends.” We don’t test to see if the drugs we take for mental illness are actually

helping our disorders, if we need to switch drugs, or if we really need the drugs. As patients,

our diagnosis is an educated guess by our medical professional, at best.Am I saying there’s no

such thing as mental illness? Or that drugs are not necessary for cases of mental illness each

and every day? Of course not! Psychiatric medication has saved millions of lives. However,

there are some alarming statistics about how our country is being medicated: 222 million



prescriptions were filled in the first three months of 2014 at Walgreens alone!1 By the end of

2014, that means Walgreens filled prescriptions for almost three times more drugs than there

are people in the country! And that’s just one pharmacy!Unless there is an underlining genetic

disorder, the right diet, amount of exercise, and physical activities can give you all the

adrenaline, serotonin, and dopamine you need to get through your issues rationally. Especially

if your life feels unmanageable, taking a pill does not teach you any new coping mechanisms,

does not naturally enhance or organically rewire your brain, and is not meant to guide you on

your path to natural wellness. Depending on pharmaceuticals is like putting a Band-Aid on a

broken bone. You’re NOT helpless to your own mind, and there is a better way.The Third

Limiting BeliefThird, I believed that illness had no value and it was to be feared. Fear, too,

required medication later on in my life. I saw absolutely no positive lesson in any kind of illness,

and fed my diagnoses with more fear. I unconsciously used this fear and these dominating

illnesses as excuses for not achieving my deeper goals and dreams, or for limiting myself in

some other way.Once I had the “Manic Depressive” label, I gave it all the power, and all other

labels came easily. I was depressed, anxious, worried, pessimistic, sarcastic, crazy, and manic

all within the first few months. I was a survivor, a fighter, a threat, or just plain jaded in a matter

of a few weeks, all depending on my current thoughts, actions, and behaviors, but it really all

came down to one thing: my beliefs. After a while, there was a deep part of me that was scared

to live without these labels. What, or who, would I be if I wasn’t crazy?We all have the capacity

to create beliefs around events that either make those events empowering or disempowering.

Great tragedies, like death, chronic illness, cancer, and abuse, or ones like day-to-day stress,

work, or a bad breakup can be recognized as meaningful things with the capacity to shape us

positively, if we look at them as such.Creating these beliefs must become a lifestyle. Much like

playing music, it is something we must practice over and over and do consciously so that it

practically plays itself unconsciously, on the stage of life, when we’re not thinking about it, and

we can properly rock out.To properly rock out in life, we have to unconsciously get in touch with

ourselves. It’s easier than it looks. Johann Sebastian Bach put it best when he said, “It’s easy

to play any musical instrument. All you have to do is touch the right key at the right time and

the instrument plays itself.” Cheeky guy.If you want to create long-term, conscious, and

consistent changes in your behaviors, or your life, your first step is acknowledging and

changing the beliefs that are holding you back. Beliefs also interestingly have the capacity to

override the impact of drugs on the body.I read a study recently that truly demonstrates the

power of belief: one hundred medical students were asked to test two new drugs. One was

described as a sedative, the other, a super-stimulant. Unbeknownst to the med students, the

contents of the capsules had been switched: those medical students taking the super-stimulant

were actually taking the depressant, and vice versa. Yet, half of the students developed

physical reactions that went along with their expectations—producing the opposite chemical

reaction that the drug should have produced in their bodies! These students—all of whom were

studying medicine at the time—were not given placebos; they were given the actual

drugs.2Being told that we’re dumb often makes us clumsy, being told we’re ugly makes us feel

less than perfect, being told we’re sick often feeds our disease. Our beliefs have the capacity to

make us healthy or make us sick in a moment! They’ve been documented to affect our immune

systems, neural pathways, and even our everyday capabilities.Every single thing that happens

to us is valuable. From the most painful to the most pleasurable moments, there’s a lesson in

them all. We may feel limited in our ability to create a rewarding work experience or a fulfilling

relationship. We may feel limited emotionally in our ability to connect lovingly and meaningfully

with others, or frustrated with our ability to heal or get well. You might ask yourself constantly,



“Why me?” But a better question to ask is, “Why am I on this journey? Why am I blessed with

the greater awareness that allows me to be consciously involved and evolving in this healing

process?”Become the CreatorThe Bible summed it all up quite eloquently. “Ask and you shall

receive.” It doesn’t say, “Ask desperately and you shall receive,” and it doesn’t say, “Whine

about life and you shall receive.” Clarity is power. We have to know what we want before we

can begin to ask for it. Once we ask, the power is all ours.What are your musts in life? Not

based on your current conditions or experiences or physical limitations, but what are things you

feel that you must do before your time on this earth is up? Tony Robbins, the incredible life

coach whose scratchy voice was the fly on my wall throughout my tumultuous childhood, puts it

this way: To build an extraordinary life we must have an extraordinary psychology. To do that we

must be in an extraordinary state, and to do that we must condition the nervous system to be

at its best. We all have the ability to do this, so why doesn’t everyone? We all have the ability,

but we don’t all have the strategy.The Strategy: Setting New StandardsOnce you have a dream

only one of two things can happen: it either becomes a reality, or it does not. That gives each

and every one of your dreams 50/50 odds and a 100 percent possibility of reality. Isn’t that

exciting?!I don’t believe any of us have dreams that were not given to us for the purpose of

accomplishment. Think about your dream right now. Whatever your dream is, however far-

fetched it looks, however disappointing your past might have been, know this: your dream is

already real. It’s possible. Future reality is fertile with possibility. This is one of the greatest

universal truths I know.If you don’t make plans and goals of your own, you’ll always fall into

someone else’s plans and goals. This happens to me the moment I slack on myself. I start

doing things for other people. I get caught up in other people’s emotions. That’s because when

I slack on myself, I believe, act, behave, and therefore look more vulnerable (because I am

more vulnerable!) and therefore, I get thrown into other people’s lives and plans, instead of

focusing on making and accomplishing my own.When I catch myself, the first thing I check is

my philosophy. What do I believe about myself in the present moment? What standards am I

living up to?Setting new standards is easy for everyone because it’s something we all do every

day. We decide when we’re going to wake up, what we’re going to put in and on our bodies, if

and how we’re going to move, if we’re going to progress, who we’re going to talk to, what we’re

going to do for work, every day. We set standards at practically every moment. We set

standards every time we wake up; most of the time they just stay the same.IT’S EASYWhen

asked how he became a millionaire by the age of thirty-one, American entrepreneur, author,

motivational speaker, and Tony Robbins’s mentor Jim Rohn said, “If you will change, everything

will change for you.”His rags-to-riches story embodies the American Dream, and it was all

based on a philosophy he picked up at twenty-five. He even says it was easy.If it’s so easy to

do, then what’s the problem we face? Well, Mr. Rohn also says that the same things that are

easy to do, are also easy not to do. That’s the difference between success and failure, and

that’s the philosophy that changed Jim’s life. If we already do it every day, it’s easy. The

problem is that most of the time, we’re setting our standards unconsciously. Once you start to

consciously set new, higher standards for yourself, setting newer, even higher standards

becomes easy.STRATEGIESThe first strategy in setting new standards is to realize that we are

the only ones who create our own world and our own reality. You may have heard this before,

but in this book, I’m going to help you understand it and apply it to your life. You’ll see results

instantly if you practice these strategies every day, even if it’s for just a few minutes a day.Our

reality is based on our perception and what we allow into our minds. That’s where all the shifts

happen. Once you make that breakthrough, then it just becomes a game, like life was as a

child. You can be anyone you put your mind to be. Life is full of possibility. It’s about creating a



self-fulfilling ritual: doing a little bit toward your goal and who you want to be each and every

day. In doing this, you’re creating momentum for yourself with absolute certainty toward who

you feel you truly are.YOUR PASSIONYou have to find something that gets you up in the

morning. You need to find what you’re passionate about, so that you can start your foundation.

This passion for life varies for each of us because we all have a different calling. These beliefs

are the foundation of developing our self-confidence in our journey of self-discovery.You may sit

in traffic and think, “Nothing is happening to me.” Or, you may get frustrated. You may make an

important phone call and see it as an opportunity for success. You may pop in a Rosetta Stone

and see it as an opportunity for learning, or growth. You can drive around listening to other

people’s music, or you can cruise around and listen to your own music app creations. Have you

ever driven around with someone who is hearing their own music on a stereo system for the

first time? It’s a magical moment.Whatever you choose to do in the moment determines what

you are taking in. Just like how we metabolize food, in this way we are metabolizing the world

around us at every moment: ingesting it in every way. Most of us shape our beliefs about

everyday experience based on our past. We carry this into our future, and act on it in our

present. These actions then create a result, and that result reinforces the belief we started

with, regardless of whether it’s positive or negative. The potential to be successful, healthy,

nurtured, and loved never changes. It is our ability to exercise the desire to be all of those

things that changes. We don’t change our potential: that was always with us. We do change our

results, however, by having the certainty that releases our full potential.Once I realized that

only I created my own feelings, and therefore my own world, everything changed. I created a

small, meditative ritual for myself to reinforce positive behavior: I started to stop and think

before everything I did. Does that mean I painfully paused before the start of every sentence,

or second-guessed every move I made? Well, no. As a native New Yorker, and a Virgo, that’s

quite impossible for me all the time. However, I did stop drastically. I stopped to appreciate my

life, my feelings, and what I was going through. Instead of being completely scared or

imprisoned by my fears I faced them in every way I could think of.TRIGGERSI used technology

to my advantage in my healing process, and I am so grateful we have things like iTunes, the

Internet, and tons of free apps, websites, blogs, and media to help us in our journeys and allow

us to connect with one another. Things even we Millennials used to dream of doing as a kid

(like making my own playlist in five seconds instead of recording it on a tape for five hours then

transferring it onto a CD or having our own songs on demand at any time) have been so

miraculously helpful.
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PrimeOne, “A life saver!. I have dog-eared and highlighted so many pages in this book. And re-

read it so many times I don't know how it's still holding together. I've tried many remedies in this

book and all are wonderful. It has helped with my depression and self-confidence. I only wish it

was pocket-sized so I could carry it anywhere!”

Monica Leon, “A wonderful book for your wellness journey. Cured by Nature is a fabulous book

for those in any stage of of their wellness journey. Tara blends her inspiring life story with

helpful information that can be applied to help anyone take that first step in wellness. I was

super excited to have gotten the book early and right before my 30th birthday. This book came

at a point in my life where I've been re-evaluating my life and where it's going. The way the

book is written, you feel like you're having a conversation with a friend. Her life story is so

inspirational and really goes to show how much our mindsets can impact our lives. Since

reading this book, I have really found myself approaching life with a more positive

outlook.Having struggled on and off with depression and anxiety since my teenage years, I've

cycled on and off different medications always stopping because I hated the side effects.

Cured by Nature gives practical advice on how to utilize natural alternatives for a variety of

issues from depression, anxiety, skin issues and pain among some others. The suggested

herbs, teas and products are easily accessible (especially with Amazon) and won't break the

bank. This book is extremely well written and explains everything at a variety of levels which I

found extremely helpful. Tara's science background allows her to explain how and why things

work in our bodies but at a level that everyone can understand. The book is broken out into

chapters and written in a way that one can easily go back and reference specific information. I

know I will be referencing this book in the future.I would suggest this book to anyone who's

looking to improve their lives. I will continue to incorporate more of the suggestions in this

book into my daily life. I have suggested this book to a number of friends who are also in a

similar stage in their lives.”

Josh G., “Thrilling and Insightful. It's a captivating and well written story that I think a lot of

people will be able to relate to. It's not really even about bashing big pharma or psychiatrists,

it's more about using the power you already have within to make them obsolete, and the story

of how she made it happen. Anyone dealing with these issues and similar ones will find her

perspective and journey insightful.”

Vina, “Five Stars. Great book, would read again and again. Full of tips.”



Valerie Gangas, “Cured By Nature is funny, inspirational and devoid of pretense. Tara Mackey

is magic. She woke up, took massive action and turned her life into something incredible.

Through the power of meditation, manifestation and enormous amounts of will, she broke on

through to the other side. Cured By Nature is funny, inspirational and devoid of pretense. The

author and her authentic writing style show the reader a clear as day path for self-

improvement. You can have anything in this world and once you see the light, you will KNOW it.

This book is proof of that statement. Tara tapped into the infinite unseen world and dove in,

head first. Every single day, minute by minute, we are creating our physical reality and it's

always an inside job. Cured By Nature is a no-nonsense guidebook to show you the ropes and

get you going on your own magical mystery tour. And once you change, everything changes.

Boom”

alexandra, “Insightful, enlightening, and fresh!. Fascinating take on how to heal from the inside

out without the aid of pharmaceutical enhancers! Love this book and the message behind it.

You can do anything! This fresh take on a self help book been a very successful way to assist

in combating my anxiety and depression! I'm looking forward to seeing more from this author

and following along with her blog!”

RB, “Soooo much information, anyone who reads it could not .... Soooo much information,

anyone who reads it could not help but find something that helps them. On that same point it

can leave you trying to figure our what they should try first. I guess they should trust their guy

and choose what pops out at them.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I feel like the words you've written thousands of miles away from .... Well

that was a journey.... Just finished reading Cured by Nature by Tara Mackey and I can honestly

say I've never read anything so enlightening... For years I've struggled to find the words or

make sense of things around me, living and struggling with anxiety and depression but not

really knowing it or accepting it. I feel like the words you've written thousands of miles away

from me on your own journey, are like my own. That in itself is a beautiful synchronization.

From 3 pages in I rushed to get a pencil, so I could write little references in the margin to go

back to.....'ref, ref, ref, Oh Hell yes girl! And 'oh my god moments!' I will take so much from

your book and use it as a tool to get me to where I should be, but also enjoy the journey along

the way! I don't know how I came to stubble upon you page on insta but it did. I read the post

'identity of wellness on your page just there and then bought your book....I never do that...but I

felt I needed too. So I did. Best thing I've ever purchased. I just want you to know you've

achieved what you set out to do with your book...from on rerouting girl to another, millions of

miles apart. Thankyou beautiful &a&a&a&a From : A Forever greatful.....Vicki Sergeant, 29, From

Shropshire, England UK.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Like it!. Interesting! Very honest book. I liked reading it. It is quite inspiring

and I would recommend it to my friends.”

Marnie, “Five Stars. Love this book. Very helpful and easy to follow.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. I did not read the book it was a gift.”

The book by Tara Mackey has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 84 people have provided feedback.
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